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Is your Partner 

Channel Revenue 

not enough to 

Scale Your 

Business? 
 

10 X your Business through Field Rep Enablement  
 
This Cheat Sheet describes the Key Steps to rapidly 
accelerate your Partner Co-Sell activities and 
achieve your Quarterly Revenue Goals. 
 
Learn how the 4 Steps can be executed manually or 
using the number 1 Social Co-Selling Software Tool. 

 

Locate those Opps 

with Active Buying 

Cycle 

 

 

Leverage Partner 

Meetings 03 
 

How to Create 1 

Lead per Week. 02 

Invite Referral 

Partners. 01 Invite Referral Partners  (CONNECT) 
For those of you that use Referral Partners to generate leads for your Field 

Sales Reps’, it may seem obvious but to make the inviting of Referral 

Partners a daily or automatic event to ignite new business is very important.. 

Don’t be shy, and have an easy and elegant way to invite new Partners  that 

you think can help expand and accelerate growth in your Ecosystem. 

 

Get more Partners = Get more Leads! 

 

This model is particularly of interest to Cloud ISV’s that sell their application 

with other software or services in a “Layer Cake” solution.  

Companies that Partner and rely on Indirect Sales, will sooner or later 

struggle to expand revenues, track and account for 

Leads/Opportunities/Sales when co-selling.   

 

The Ecosystem that revolves around your product is a fertile place and 

business development in your Ecosystem  is key to accelerating the 

revenues of your business.  

Teaching Rep’s to be able to identify potential Partners is helping 

companies increase Lead Flow Fast. 

 

How do you do it? 

 

Here are 2 ways: 

Manual Email to your Partner. Get help from marketing to provide your  

Field Team with formatted email, tracking in CRM and some kind of offer  

or contest for the Partner to join. Marketing Automation based follow up 

reminder should be added. 

 

Here is a better way 
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Using a Tool like PartnerTap, your new partner will receive an email invite from you, with their CRM 

credentials they can log in to PartnerTap via the desktop or mobile application and instantly see your 

Dashboard. They can start sharing intel on mutual accounts and start chatting immediately which will get you 

new Leads. 

 

A recent POC of this method resulted in YoY increase in Leads of 86% during the first 90 days, and almost 

400 exchanges of intel.  

 

      How to Create 1 Lead Per Week 
           Data being collected on Social platforms is telling us that constant and consistent sharing of Intel will result in 

           more leads. In fact in one case we have seen data proving that the sharing of 2 Chats of intel daily  

           resulted in one Lead per week. 

                                                           GIVE TO GET! 

           How do you do it? 

                   

 

You can use an off the shelf application like #Slack to message with your Partners and send them intel. The 

problem arises that the intel shared does not automatically make it into your CRM and gets lost and there is 

no integration with your Partner Accounts / Leads and Opportunities. 

 

Here is a better way: 

 

Using a Mobile Application like PartnerTap allows your Field Reps to view each Partner Page and easily 

message intel to your Partners.  

The intel and notes get Sync’d into CRM automatically. 

The easier you make it for your Rep’s to communicate with their Partner counter parts the more they will! The 

more they chat and communicate the more Leads that will be generated. 

 

This method gets Rep’s closer to each other and more engaged. Companies that know how important it is to 

have engaged Partner Rep’s will realize how valuable this kind of tool is. 

 

 

Leverage Partner Meetings (Collaborate) 

 



 

 

In advance of Partner Meetings share Opportunities and Accounts to ignite the conversation. 

We have seen in one recent case where a new Partner Rep who had set up meetings with Accounts received 

sharing request from their ISV’s counterpart, invited the Rep to the meetings, resulting in a sale even before 

the new Rep had been trained.   

What a great way for the new Rep to launch their career in their new job and a great way to cement the 

engagement between the Partnering organizations.  

 
How do you do it? 
 
You can send emails, with spreadsheets with all your shared accounts and hope the new Rep can sort 

through them, you can call the Rep and try and track them down.. 

The ISV Rep can take the time to review each account and find synergies.  

The ISV Rep can “Give to Get”. 

However without the right tools, this is very manual and time consuming process and there are only so many 

hours in a day.  

 

 Here is a better way 
 
You can Sync your CRM Systems prior to a Meeting  
 

 
This has lead to, in one recent case 4,000 Accounts being mapped and aligned during a POC through the 

use of the Mobile technology. A much faster and more engaging way to get Partners working together and 

building that emotional bank account. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Locate Those Opportunities with Active Buying 

Cycle  (Close) 

How does a Partner Manager know which Opportunities are actively being worked on? 

 

 

 

 

Territories are changing, Rep’s come and go and Accounts are fluid. How do you keep on top of all the 

changes and remain focused on those Opportunities where there is an active buying cycle? 

Identifying Opportunities where there is Rep-Customer Account activity is very hard, manual work. 

 

Like with the above examples unless you are calling, emailing and following up on every opportunity every 

day (which is not possible) you will loose track of the active Opps. 

 

Here is a better way.  

 

Using a Tool like PartnerTap, OPEN THE TAP and focus on ACTIVE Opportunities where there is activity. 

 

 
 

In a recent POC we were able to identify 141 Accounts with Intel exchanges and almost 400 actual 

exchanges of intel. This kind of data is a direct result of easy to use, Socially engaging Tools that allow  

Reps/ Managers alike to focus on those Accounts and Opp’s where there is an active buying cycle. 

 

So log into PartnerTap daily, exchange intel with your Rep’s on those accounts where there is action and 

watch as you close more business. 

 

The Roadmap to Partner Revenue Acceleration is 

here: 



 



 



 

“I have been using our Partner App for 2 weeks, I found a Partner where we shared 26 Account Targets 
which I got warm intros for.  
I also added 2 new Partners. 
If I didn’t have my Partner App I would have to go back to the old manual way: 
A) Go into my CRM 
B) Export a List 
C) Send List to Partner 
D) List is not Dynamic, stale data, no updates, 10X more effort, LESS RESULTS” 
Global Saas Company 2019 
 

 

To discuss how you can accelerate your Partner Revenue, book a 15 minute strategy call with us: 

Tom@Peer2peerPartners.com 

https://peer2peerpartners.youcanbook.me/ 

Tel: 604-340-1448  

www.Peer2peerpartners.com 
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